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Accomplishments l a Black
History To Be Remembered
-By Toh Sun LimAssistant News Editor
Black History Month at Trinity
will showcase a a series of lectures,
film presentations, and performances which highlight some of the
achievements of present and past
Black culture.
The series will commence on
Tuesday February 2 at 8:15 p.m. in
the the Goodwin Theatre, with an
opening address and poetry reading
by Sonia Sanchez, a well known
Black Poet, and Hartford author
Clymenza Hawkins.
Assistant Dean of Faculty, Gail
Woldu, who helped coordinate
most of the presentations, hopes to
bring a unique perspective of Black
culture to the campus. "I wanted to
pick people who represented different areas, different disciplines...
there will be talks on the arts, history and economic issues," says
Woldu. "The basic theme is to
present different perspectives....
talking more about current issues of
immediate concern," she continues.
Some highlights of the series
include a lecture/demonstration on
Monday, Feb. 8 by composer Anthony Davis on his current work,
"The Genesis and Production of
'X', An Opera of the 1980's."
Davis is known internationally for
his piano compositions and performances.
The production of 'X' is a three
act opera based on the life of Malcom X. On Thursday Feb. 11 at
8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin J.heatr&»
the Boys Choir of Harlem will present their repertoire of classical,
gospel and contemporary songs.
The Boys Choir has provided an
outlet for many inner city children
and has redirected their productive
channels through programs in music education and academic tutoring. Under the direction of Dr.
Walter Turnbull the Choir has
earned an international reputation
which has carried them to concerts
at the White House, Avery Fisher
Hall, Carnegie Hall and Radio City.
Accompanying the artistic performances will be a series of lectures on a variety of topics throughout Black History Month.
On Thursday, Feb. 4, Deborah
Gray White, associate professor of
history at Rutgers University will
give a lecture titled "Black Femminism in the 20th century." Following on Friday, professor Fredrick Mckinney, assistant professor of economics at U Conn will
give a lecture on the 1988 elections
and the Black economic agenda.
Not to be missed is the film presentation by Donald Bogle on black
images in American film. The
presentation is entitled "Toms,
Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies and
Bucks,' and will be on Wednesday,
February 24.

Shuttle Bus
Serwiee Its

Bogle is well known nationally
for his research on the lives and
careers of black performers in the
entertainment and theater fields.
He is also the author of two prize
winning books and is a staffwriter
for Ebony Magazine. In addition,
Bogle has made several appearances on television programs such
as Today, Entertainment Tonight,
and Donahue.
Black History Month will end at
Trinity on the 28th of February
with an invitation dinner for members of the Hartford community. "
Though I'm not as concerned with
public relations as with bringing a
diverse body into this community...
it is important that those outside the
Trinity community know what's

-By Cynthia WoosnamNews Staff Writer

A new policy is being completed
by the Dean of Student's office
with the help of the Infirmary and
Security to provide transportation
for students from Trinity to Hartford Hospital and other medical
services.
The new proposal defines medical transportation as transportation
provided by the college in case of
student injury, as opposed to security escorts, which are strictly for
security purposes.
Restructuring of the policy is
Donald Bogle, film critic and author, will speak as part of Black History
essential, according to Biaggio
PholoCare of Media Relations
Continued on Page 4 Month at Trinity College.
Rucci, Director of Security, because "we don't have enough security on campus. Each time a man
goes off, the college looses onethird of it's security."
-By Sean Doughertywere too bulky for one person to mixers before the theft occurred."
Rucci continued, "I don't have a
News Editor
remove. At least two people must said Duffy.
problem with the need; but if secuhave removed the speakers, and
When asked who would know rity is going to be responsible than I
Three audio tape mixers and two then hidden them behind the load- what was in the closet at a given am going to need more resources."
Sony cassette decks, valued at ap- ing dock in the back of the Arts time, Duffy replied that "a few
The program will basically conproximately $3,450, have been sto- Center for transport. Security has hundred" people on campus would sist of an agreement between the
len from the Audio Visual closet in tightened up the alarm system on have known. Only a small number student and security for six weeks
Mather Campus Center. The theft the platform door since the thefts of off-campus people would be of transportation, applicable to
was reported to Trinity Security on occurred.
aware of the closet's contents. only those with a doctor's note and
January 14. The equipment was
When asked if he felt the theft was lower limb problems. It will be the
last seen in the AV room on De- Phil Duffy, Assistant Director of committed by students, Duffy re- student's responsibility to arrange
cember 14.
a schedule with the security departthe Audio Visual Department, re- fused to comment.
"It was a selective theft. Who- ported the theft. While he agrees in
In accordance with school ment , according to their respective
ever went in there knew what was part that the thefts were for use policy, the mixers are not insured class times, eating hours and apthere and where it was. Those mix- rather than re-sale, he doesn't feel against theft. Phil Duffy is looking pointments; the transportation will
ers are pretty complicated pieces of that use was the only motivation. into replacing the equipment. "The work as a taxi type of service. Stuelectronics, you'd have to know "The mixers add up to 26 channels. final decision hasn't been made dent workers will be hired specifihow to use one for it to have value. Nobody could possibly use 26 yet, but at least some and probably cally to take charge of medical
The market for [the mixers] is too channels personally. There had to all of the equipment will have to be transportation during the day.
Rucci would like students to relimited to sell the things easily." be a final destination in mind for the replaced." said Duffy.
member "If it's an emergency,
said Director of Security Biaggio
that's not a problem."
Rucci.
Other items in the AV closet, inSumming up the modernized
cluding VCR's, were left unmedical transportation policy,
touched, supporting Rucci's feelRucci comments that "There are
ing that the thefts were committed
still a lot of questions that need to be
with the intent of use by the thieves
answered. This plan is a pilot pro-By Liz Hornand unapathetic."
rather than for re-sale.
gram. When we figure out the volBoth Lewis and Muldoon feel ume, we will be able to plan accordThe thefts are related to two
News Staff Writer
that their awareness of current ingly."
other thefts that have occurred in
Junior William Lewis and senior events was a strong factor in their
the last 6 months. Last semester,
Trinity Security has also impletwo over-sized speakers were sto- Art Muldoon were selected to join selection. The application involved mented the shuttle bus service that
len from the auditorium in Austin two hundred outstanding under- two essays, one on protectionism was being planned last semester.
Arts Center, and several turn-tables graduates and 175 corporate execu- and the second on a political issue The bus service runs from 6 p.m. to
were stolen from WRTC, the cam- tives from across the country at the of the applicants choice.
2 a.m. in a half-hour cycle. From
Business Tomorrow conference in
pus radio station.
Lewis chose to examine the the starting point, Mather Campus
American tendency to become in- center, the bus circuit runs as folThe break-in was accomplished Chicago on Nov. 8-10.
The thirteenth annual confer- volved in assisting foreign conflict lows: 00- Mather. 01- Funston. 03by knocking out the wood panClemens. 05- Little Frohman,
elling next to the door of the AV ence was sponsored by the Founda- while sometimes ignoring domescloset. The panel, roughly 24" x tion for Student Communication at tic problems. Lewis' campus in- Robb. 07- Austin Arts/ Hallden.
10", covers what used to be a win- Princeton University, a student or- volvements include membership in 09-Library. 14-Ferris. 15-Vemon
dow. Once the panel is removed, ganization which publishes the T.C.B., a job at the Iron Pony Pub, Street Lot. 22- North Campus Area.
the inside doorknob of the closet magazine Business Today. "The and a position as RA in Cook Dorm. 27- High Rise. 28-Jarvis. 29- Cook
can be reached. The bent nails purpose of the foundation is Lewis' play, "Peeling Potatoes," Arch. 30- Mather. A blue Trinity
found in the wall surrounding the simple; we want students and busi- was was produced by Jesters this Security van is being used as the
fall.
shuttle. Tony Aloi, a student secupanelling indicates that the panel ness people to communicate."
Muldoon, the president of rity worker, commented that "the
was removed and then replaced.
To this end, the Business TomorThe thieves may have made more row conference aims to foster one- S.G.A. and captain of the men's schedule is tentative. We might
than one trip into the AV closet to on-one contact between executives Varsity Heavyweight crew team, change it depending on how many
remove the equipment.
and aware students through a series wrote his essay on the chance for people are using it [the service] and
The theft of the speakers from of speakers workshops and panel equal employment opportunities where the most pick-ups are."
The obvious problem with the
Austin followed a similar pattern. groups. This year's theme was for women in light of recent Sushuttle service is that it only stops at
The speakers, according to Rucci, "Corporate America in the Interna- preme Court rulings.
tional Arena," with emphasis on
The
conference
featured each location once every half-hour.
American competitiveness, protec- speeches by the Governor of Illi- What is normally a ten to fifteen
tionism and business ethics.
nois, Allan Bloom, the author of minute walk from Mather to North
Lewis and Muldoon were nomi- The Closing of the American Mind. Campus becomes a 22 minute ride
nated by Dean Winer to apply for Anne Brunsdale, vice chairman of on the bus. The pld "escort" systhe conference. Their applications the International Trade Committee, tem, which consisted of students
were then chosen from among 1200 C.E.O.'s from Motorola, Pfizer calling security for a ride to a spedean-nominated under-graduates Navistar, Honeywell, Citicorp, cific destination, also suffered
from nearly two hundred colleges Diners Club, Bel) and Howell, from delays of up to a half-hour.
and universities. Air fare, accom- Kraft, Trinova, and many other The actual time lost by using the
modations, and the cost of confer- corporations and banks partici- bus system over the escort system
pated in group discussions with is minimal when that delay is taken
ence were provided.
into account.
Both Lewis, a literary writing students.
major, and Muldoon, an American
Studies major were concerned that
M0.
the conference would seek exclucerv
sively business or economics ma60 f OR ft
jors. In reality, Muldoon observed,
O0Wi£
OF
only a quarter to a third of those
moNS
who attended were economics majors.
"One of the best parts of the
conference," Muldoon said, "was
/
the wide variety of opinions
expressed. I met a rhetoric major
and a theater major. It was a really
Art Muldoon '88, who, along with William Lewis '89, attended the
dynamic, amazing group of
Business Tomorrow Conference in Chicago on Novenmber 8-10.
students. They were very aware

£3500 in AV EquipmentStolen

Trinity Students Attend
Conferenee
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Op-Ed
Editorial
Now that the eighties are drawing to a close, the popular
media seems compelled to characterize the decade, to package it neatly so we can look back upon it with an easy catchphrase years from now. We think of the sixties as the Woodstock years, the seventies as the "me" generation, and now it
looks as though the eighties may be remembered as the
decade that marked a return to morality. The press has
already labelled this as the age of "the new wholesomeness."
An abundance of articles in popular magazines have
examined this shift in the social climate of the nation,
claiming as proof the fact that we are rapidly moving away
from the bodily indulgences of the past. Such a generalization deserves to be tested, and application of the "wholesomeness theory" to this college community leads one to feel that
Trinity is largely unaffected by the political and social
changes which the media documents.
In many ways, Trinity's small size and cohesiveness
create a kind of vacuum. My father and his roomate from the
Trinity class of '65 discussed the College of their day as
compared to ours, and despite the enormous changes which
our society has undergone in the last twenty-three years,
Trinity seems to have remained remarkably unchanged. My
father's roomate easily reeled off the names of the fraternities
and their reputation. His assesment of the social climate
then hardly differed from what I perceive it to be today.
A small college has the tendency to remain isolated from
even major societal changes. These changes trickle down as
the admission of females and minorities into some of the
fraternities. Presumably, as educated members of society, we
should be aware of the concerns which have spawned "the
new wholesomeness" - studies which show the debilitating
effects of alcohol and cigarettes and the rapid spread of AIDS
through sexual contact, to name a few. However, we continue
to conduct ourselves as if we are immune to the threats posed
by drinking, smoking, and casual sex.
Many of us have come to see our time in college as a kind
of grace period, during which we test our limits without
repercussions. How could the agony of adolescence possibly
conclude with us sitting around drinking mineral water and
playing Trivial Pursuit? we ask ourselves. We answer the
question with a simple, "It couldn't," and go blithely on our
way,
Perhaps only when we are thrust into the real world, and
forced to shed the protective shell of college life, will we
appreciate the illusion, which, for now, is certainly comforting.
W.R.
TRINITY COLLEGE • 1IARTCORD 'CONNECTICUT
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NOTE: The Tripod accepts and prims letters to the editor and longer opinion articles. We
accept submissions in the following popular formats: typed and double spaced hard copy, or
on computer disk (Macintosh preferred, IBM PC, AT&T or compatible and Apple ][ series
formats also accepted). Any submissions generated on the Hallden Vax computer may be
mailed directly to REWING on VAX1. Although there is no limit to length, the editor reserves
the right to condense letters of more than 250 words. Ail letters must have a personal signature
to be printed, although anonymity will be honored, if desired. All letters submitted by
Wednesday, 12 noon will be consideredfor publication. Letters can be brought to the Tripod
office (Jackson basement) or placed in campus mail, Box 1310. Submitted computer disks will
be returned if the author's box number is included with the submission. If there are any further
questions, the editorial board can be reached at 246-1829.
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Overlooked
To the Editor,
I am disappointed that the
newly formed' female .singing
group, The Trinitones, did not receive any indepth coverage in the
Dec.8,1987,Tripod. Thedebutof
this group was well publicized and
your staff had sufficient opportunity to cover this event. Laura
Taylor and Julia Power deserve
recognition for the establishment
of The Trinitones, as well as the
other eight women who comprise
the new group. The Underground
was packed to capacity for both
performances on Friday, Dec. 4.
I cannot understand why
newly appointed Arts Editor,
Sandy Burke, chose not to cover
this
uus event.
eveni. There
m e r e appears
appears to
to have
nave

been ample space for three oversized pictures in the Arts section,
yet not one word about the concert
or the group, other than "The Trinitones made their debut Friday
night." This small picture was not
included in the Arts section. What
docs that tell the Trinity community about the group? Anyone involved or interested in the arts at
this college knows that the establishment of anything new, especially anything with the potential
that these girls have, is a major
event. But still, no coverage. New
groups often need the support of
publicity, good or bad. Does the
Tripod choose not to acknowledge
this fact? The Tripod Arts staff
should know that it has disapsnouia Know mat it nas uisap-

To the Editor,
the validity of Ms. Quinn's appearOn Tuesday evening, the 19th ance, although it was unscheduled
of January, Chris Quinn came be- and therefore was not part of the
fore the Trinity College Student agenda, or that of her own, personal
Government Association and opinion, the members of the
asked the S.G.A. to add its name to S.G.A.were denied several importhe list of organizations which tant opportunities for the sake of
"support Margaret Randall's (Vis- expediency. Several members of
iting Professor of English at Trinity the S.G.A. asked for a weeks delay
for the 1987-88 academic year, in voting in order to seek other
who currently has two cases pend- opinions, see the exact wording of
ing in U.S. Federal Court with re- the case against Professor Randall
gards to her citizenship and its free and that of her counter-suit, or actuspeech implications) First Amend- ally read some of the Professor's
ment Rights." The S.G.A. voted in writings. Furthermore, we have
favor of the motion, twenty in favor subsequently learned that this "list
to ten against.
of organizations which support
This vote, however, does not Margaret Randall" is in fact a very
accurately reflect the opinions of complicated twenty-seven page
all of the S.G.A.'s members. The "Brief Amicus Curae of the Ameriactual tally of the vote was twelve can Association of University Proin favor, ten against with eight ab- fessors in Support of Plaintiff's Apstentions (the number of absten- plication for Preliminary Relief in
tions being added, as is customary Margaret Randall, et.al., plaintiffs
parliamentary procedure, to the vs Edwin Meese III, et.al., defenmajority opinion). While the vote dants in U.S. District Court for the
remains the legitimate decision of District of Columbia, Civil Action
the S.G.A., we, the undersigned, No. 8543415 (Judge John G.
wish to bring to light several facts Penn)." The document was not
available for consultation at the
about the vote.
Ms. Quinn's introduction of time of the vote. The body was
the issue was biased in favor of its asked to vote in ignorance in order
passage. While we do not question to come to a quick decision, as her

pointed many students who attended The Trinitones' performance, as well as The Trinitones
themselves.
I'd like to congratulate The
Trinitones: Laura Taylor '90, Julia
Power '90. Olivia Bingham '90,
Join Scully '90, Sarah Dolvin '91,
Allison Dublin "91, Beth Webster
'91, Margaret Driscoil '91, Marcia
Callahan IDP, and Linda Ivey '91,
for their successful performances.
Hard work has paid off for you.
Best of luck this coming semester.
Whether the Tripod thinks so or
not. Trinity's eyes are on you!
Sincerely,
Elizabeth
tnzaDetn Capaldi
i_apaiui

S>GA Decision Rushed?

court date is rapidly approaching.
However, a letter from the lawyers
who prepared the brief, the Center
for Constitutional Rights, to the
Trinity Women's Organization,
stated that organizations may add
their name to the brief through
February. Furthermore, the issues
in the brief were simplified as to
make it appear that if you voted
against it, you were voting against
the First Amendment to the
Constitution.
We are grateful that we live in
a country which values free speech
and informed legislative voting.
The implications of the S.G.A.'s
support of any motion are that the
student body supports it. We are
very sorry that the members of the
S.G.A. did not take the time to review more thoroughly and critically this motion and give it full
consideration, without being hurried into making a decision based in
ignorance.
Respectfully yours,
Andrew C. Blume, '89
Elizabeth A. Bukalski, '91
Robert Bibow. '88
Robin Halpern, '91
H. Bryan Neel,'91
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Op-Ed
Racism Rears Its
14»Iy Head At Inn
To the Editor,
On January 15, 1988, a racist
violated my living space. This note
was tacked on my door:

K.K.K.
Since that incident, I have learned
of similar violations committed

against other minority students. I
would like to think the only reason
such harassment persists is that the
student body is not alerted to these
incidents. I hope by writing this
letter, I will have taken a step in
impeding the insidious growth of
this narrow, biased mentality.
TaraI.Allen'91

Trinity AIDS Info
Errors
To the Editor,
One afternoon late last semester, I went to my mailbox and found
there a pamphlet entitled "AIDS: A
Statement". I was relieved that
Trinity had finally made an effort to
confront the issue of AIDS and the
effect which it has on the population living beyond "the elms of our
dear old Trinity". At the same time,
I was intrigued to find out what in
fact the pamphlet contained in the
way of constructive AIDS information for the college population.
That intrigue turned to horror upon
reading the pamphlet and seeing
numerous errors present, errors
which could only be the result of
insufficient research.
To begin with, the AIDS virus is
continually referred to here as
HTLV-III. Yet, for more than a
year, the accepted term by both
medical personnel and the public
alike has been HIV (human immuno-deficiency virus). This acronym makes much clearer the susceptibility of the immune system
and central nervous system of humans to the virus AIDS.
Also in need of correction is a
line in the opening subdivision of
the document entitled "The Policy
of the College". Here the purpose
of the document is mentioned, that
being "to inform members of the
Trinity Community about the
transmission of AIDS and ARC".
It must be understood that both
AIDS and ARC are medical conditions manifested when the AIDS
virus (HIV) is present in the human
body. Hence, the Trinity community should in fact be made aware of
the transmission of the virus, not its
physical manifestation.

ther promulgate discrimination.
Secondly, people undergoing
blood transfusionspriorto 1986 are
not in fact susceptible to AIDS.
The U.S. Surgeon General stated in
his report on AIDS, "However,
some people who have have had a
blood transfusion prior to March
1985 before we knew how to
screen blood for safe transfusion
and may have become infected
with the AIDS virus." (G-173IM
4/87, pg. 19). By adding an extra
year to that fact, the Trinity administration has made Trinity students
and faculty who may be either
hemophiliac or have undergone
surgery in 1986 unnecessary anxious and concerned.
Because of my work of late
with the people suffering from
AIDS and ARC as well as the intensive research in which I have been
involved, I have come to a new
appreciation of the need for society
and its leaders to provide the public
with clear factual information
about AIDS. I am discouraged to
find that the Trinity administration
has failed to find to live up to that
potential in "AIDS: A Statement".
JohnT.Phelan
Intern, Hartford AIDS Ministries
Rev. Thad Bennett
Director, Hartford AIDS Ministries

MLKComrocation Nice, But.
To the Editor,
In regard to the convocation
honoring Martin Luther King, Jr., I
was pleased that Trinity sawfitto
honor Rev. King on the day his
birthday was celebrated. I was also
glad that so many people attended
the service I found the convocation
to be well-organized and the
speeches well-chosen. However, I
left the service disappointed.
I had gone with the expectation
of raising my voice in honor of this
great man. I wanted to feel the
inspiration that the crowds who
heard him speak must have felt
when he said, "I have seen the
promised land." I had hoped to feel
transported to a small church in
Mississippi where a young
preacher was speaking of his dream
of peace and equality, a time when
children of former slaves and children of former slave owners could
be together as brothers and sisters..
I wanted to feel that Rev. King's
spirit was in the room.

PSI-

To the Editor,
The Psi Upsilon Fraternity appreciates the attention the Tripod
believes it deserves, but we were
shocked and saddened by the senPerhaps the most blatant and
sationalized story that ran on the
potentially harmful mistakes made
front page of your semester-closin the AIDS statement surrounding
ing edition. The Tripod seems to
the issue of who gets AIDS. Menbe under the impression that our
tion is made here of the high-risk
house is about to collapse to the
groups, among them those who had
ground: Nothing could be further
received blood transfusions prior to
from the truth. Simply stated, there
1986.
are no "structural problems" of the
First off, the concept of "high- kind reported by the Tripod. The
risk groups" who have a greater Administration, the brotherhood,
proclivity to becoming infected and our alumni association all
with the AIDS virus than the gen- agree on this point.
eral populace is a complete fallacy.
Our house has weathered
AIDS affects people based on what
they do; not who they are. Hence, many hard years and is beginning
all people are susceptible to AIDS to show its age. Cosmetic repairs
since all are capable of engaging in are certainly in order, especially
potentially hazardous activities; around the pillars at the front of the
i.e. intravenous drug use with un- house. However, close to $3,000
sterilized needles and unprotected was spent on repairs last semester
sexual intercourse. Also, such an indicating the beginning of our resartificial division placed between toration activities. We look for"us" and "them" only serves to fur- ward to putting the house at 81

Instead, most of the anticipation
I felt was dissipated in the solemn
formality of the dark chapel, the
collegiate procession of robed representatives, and the interruption of
the photographer. The readers
spoke well, but I sensed that they
felt restricted by the formal atmosphere. Wouldn'tithavebeenbetter
if they felt free to speak as passionately as Rev. King did? The audience also seemed restricted from
clapping, shouting "Amen!", or in
any way expressing their feelings
on what should be stirring
speeches. The atmosphere was
very conservative, typical of Trinity, and not at all similar to the
atmosphere I imagine Rev. King
created.
I do not mean to undermine the
efforts of those people who participate in the program, I was quite
impressed with the opinions and
thoughts that were expressed.
However, even though we couldn't
have the same fervor of the '60's,

Artiele
Vernon Street back into the condition it merits.
It is a shame that the Tripod
reported a story that had little factual basis, going so far as to shock
the Administration who was presumably was to soon decide the fate
of our house. Perhaps the paper
could have contributed a positive,
and honest, story about the fraternity, such as the success of the an-

nual Psi Upsilon/Red Cross Blood
Drive. We appreciate the service
the Tripod provides for the Trinity
community, and we feel sure the
paper will continue to be a responsible journal, avoiding sensationalism of this kind in the future.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of Psi Upsilon

Change In Editorial Policy
The Editors of the Tripod feel that a change in
the editorial policy is necessary to insure that
people do not abuse the right to express their
opinions. Therefore, letters which do not contain
a valid signature will not be printed. Anonymity
may be requested, and will be honored.
Due to a change in the Tripod's printing schedule, all letters must be submitted by Wednesday,
12:00 noon.

we could have had some spirit. I
hope the faculty and students understand why this issue is so important to me and others on campus.
The ideals the Rev. King stood
for should not be considered part of
the past. His words are important to
listen to - not just because he was a
great man and should be given respect - but because we need to hear
them as much as the were needed in
the height of the civil rights movement. We may now be equal by
law, but we have a long way to go
before we are equal in each other's
eyes. And that is why the fight is
not over. That is why it is so important to have this convocation. That
is why we must not think of Martin
Luther King, Jr. as dead, but rather
think of his dream as alive. It
should be our dream, the Kingdom
of God so anxiously awaited. Trinity, wake up and get loud, so that the
dream never dies.
Kathleen Ann Yettema

CHAOSAT
THE TRIPOD
Effective this issue,
the editors of the Tripod are pleased to announce that we now
produce this publication on our new Apple
Macintosh-based
professional publishing system. Although
these new computers
will increase the quality of the Tripod considerably, we're not
used to the quirks
that come with it.
Please bear with us,
and excuse all errors
in this issue. We invite your comments
and criticisms.
Thank you!
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News
life On Oilier Planets
Williams: The December 8th issue
of The Williams Record reported a
car accident that killed Williams
student Charles W. Hufford, 19,
and injured 5 others. The accident
was caused by icy road conditions,
and aicohol was not involved. On
the same page it was reported that
the Purple Pub, the Williams
equivalent to the View, had started
calling the police to report students
with fake id's. Two students faced
charges. Another article pointed
out the difference between a country school like Williams and the
urban environment of Trinity: A
proposal to put locks on the Dorms
that used Williams id's for keys
was voted down by the Williams
student body. Williams dorms
don't have locks. The Williams
students voted against the proposal
because they feared that locks on
the residences would "inhibit the
openness of the campus."

cifically rather than the entire fraternity, the incident hasn't helped
any.
Amherst: Not much is going on in
Amherst these days. The Board of
Governors met to discuss library
hours and some details of the meal
plan. They want to keep the library
open until 2:00 a.m., 4:00 a.m. during finals. If a majority of students
vote in favor then the new hours
will go into effect. The meal plan at
Amherst is mandatory except for
students who live in the co-op.
Proposed changes would end the
requirement. The administration is
contending that such a change is
"economically unfeasible."

Weslcyan: Wesleyan has also been
having trouble with break-ins
lately. Their "office of public
safety" has decided to use alarms
formerly employed solely during
breaks during the semesters as
well. In addition, many doors have
The following issue of
been reinforced. They are discussThe Record related several breaking a campus phone system similar
ins and vandalism that took place
to the one that Director of Security
over Christmas break. One student
Biaggio S. Rucci has proposed for
lost two stereo speakers because
she apparently didn't lock her door Trinity, as well as hiring more
over vacation. Light bulbs were guards. They also want to put a
smashed around campus and sev- public phone outside dorms so residents can identify visitors.
eral pieces of stereo equipment
were lifted from various rooms.
Another article detailed students
University of Chicago: Fifty
gripes about the college bookstore. elected officers of the Student GovTheir store "under-orders books, ernment Assembly of the Universends back extra books too soon,
sity of Chicago resigned after a
and has a limited stock." Students
student investigative committee
also complained of overcharging discovered that students were inby the store owner.
volved in election fraud. The
elected president of the assembly
Middlebury: Parking is the hot resigned, after admitting to stuffing
issue at Middlebury. Chief of Se- ballots, and the vice-president recurity Fred Spencer has announced
signed when the committee found
that an "excessive amount of outthat he had not been registered as a
standing parking violations will
student. Other improprieties inresult in impounding of student cluded improper monitoring of
cars." The magic number is three, polls and placing unqualified can(violations) If you owe over $100 didates' names on the ballots. A
in parking fines, security takes
second election was held with all
your license plates. Even if the the appropriate adjustments, acfines are paid after impounding, cording to university officials.
vehicles will still remain impounded for one month, "to teach
DePaul (CPS): A part-time
the offenders a lesson." There was DePaul University student last
no student response to the new pol- week confessed to running a sex
icy in the article.
service out of her dorm room at the
The Delta Upsilon Fraternity is Catholic college. Joyce Owens, 22,
embattled with charges of sexism
was sentenced to 2years' probation
after two brothers allegedly threw a and a $1,000 fine Oct. 28 for using
sophomore co-ed out of one their her phone at McCabe Hall to link
parties on November 15. Appar- customers with prostitutes working
ently a di spute over the woman' s id for her "Exposure Unlimited" op(faked) resulted in her being tossed eration. DePaul had suspended
out. The DU's had been fighting a Owens in June, soon after police
sexist image before the incident. arrested her on prostitution
While the charges have been lev- charges. "Owens," police Sgt. Jack
eled against the two students spe- Halpin said, "was strictly a middle-

man between the prostitutes and
their customers."
University of Pennsylvania: The
top 2 officials of Pcnn have warned
campus fraternities not to hire female strippers to perform at rush
functions again. "The hiring of
strippers portrays people as objects
in a degrading, dehumanizing and
tasteless manner," said the two officials. Both the Zeta Beta Tau and
Alpha Chi Rho houses had strippers perform at rush functions in
the first week of October.
Compiled by Sean Dougherty and
Robert Cockburn from material
printed in other campus newspapers unless otherwise noted.

lack Chatficid, Professor of History, delivering a lecture on (he American
Civil Rights Movement on January 18"'.

I'IIOHI by Sire Muik

A Personal Recollection Of
The Civil Rights Movement
-By Patricia CanavanNews Staff Writer
Professor of American History
Jack Chatfield delivered a lecture
on the civil rights movement between the 1960's and the present. In
the January 18 lecture, Chatfield
examined the movement from both
an historical and personal perspective.
He said that he "approaches the
subject of the civil rights movement with complex feelings", calling his participation in it a "personal, life-altering experience."
Chatfield discussed his involvement in the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC),
which was a pro-civil rights student
organization. He said that the
1960's should not be "sentimentalized," and stated that the events of
the'60's were the result of the"failures of the Democratic system"
which "were a long time in coming."
Chatfield recounted his experiences as a member of the SNCC,
which included participation in
voter registration drives in the
South during the Mississippi freedom summer of 1964. While participating in the SNCC he also developed friendships with civil
rights leaders such as Bob Moses.
He said that the main difference
between the moral dilemmas of the
1960's and the 1980's was that the
choices and decisions made then
were "crystal clear." The students

of the '60's were Car more con- These factors caused him to be
vinced that their positions were slow in responding with the racial
"morally unassailable." The suf- tensions and violence.
President Johnson, however,
ferings of blacks clearly contradicted the principles of America, handled it differently. He was a
and those involved in the civil southern while president and berights movement fell the need to cause of this he "could move to
embrace the civil rights concept
rectify that.
In discussing the reasons for the with greater enthusiasm and assur"precipitous collapse" of the civil ance than Kennedy." Chatfield
rights movement in the late '60's, believes that Johnson was "comChatfield voiced the opinion that pelled to vindicate the Utopian viimpatience was one of the causes. sion of American democracy" and
When the success of the civil rights preserve the reputation of the
movement did not come instantly South.
many members of the movement
Chatfield concluded his lecture
became disillusioned and felt that by discussing his own feelings
the "conscience of the nation" and concerning the civil rights movethe government were not respond- ment. Saying, "residual guilt and
ing quickly enough to their efforts. regret because he couldn't underHe continued, saying that although stand how the blacks felt," but at
ethnic and racial crises are the the time he experienced "exhilara"most ferocious," people expected tion" at being part of the civil rights
changes to lake place almost imme- movement.
diately. Chatfield stated that looking back, the changes which took
place in the South came with "stunning rapidity", and he is still trying Continued from Page 1
to work out everything that hap- Key members of the Hartford compened.
munity will be invited to listen and
The responses of presidents to find out about the month's past
the events of the civil rights move- events by several selected speakment was another topic of discus- ers.
sion. President Kennedy, he
The agenda for Black History
thought, was "discomfited by the month will be posted for students as
arrival of the crisis" and was afraid the events proceed throughout Febthat the racial problems were upset- ruary.
ting the delicately balanced federal
system. Kennedy was also unsure
about how to "confront a stronghold of Democracy like the deep
South" during a civil rights crisis.

Black History

CARILLFS PIZZA
WEAIWAYS
NEED LEADERS
The Air Force is looking for
pilots... navigators...
missileers... engineers...
managers and... more Our positions are important \bu can get one
through Air Force ROTC
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, you'll be trained
in leadership and management practices. \bu may
also applyforour scholarship program that helps pay
college expenses, plus $100 per academic month, tax free
After graduation, you'll have all the prestige and responsibility of an Air Force officer Yxill discover a new world
where youTl be challenged to excel... and rewardedforyour
success. Let us give you the details today
CAPT F CHRISTOPHER SWIFT
203-486-2224

RILLTSPIZZA is
Hartford's only deli with
pizza, grinders, sandwiches,
meals, salads, and free delivery! ( w / $4 minimum)
Carilli's small pizzas start
at only $4.00. We also offer
sheet pizza for larger parties, and are open from
lunch to midnight, TuesdaytoSaturday.
Open on Sundays

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

wBriteir
247-0514

Are you denying
yourself
a better shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to
get a 4.0. But it's not too late to
try to do better on your LSAT,
GMAT, ORE, or MCAT, For that,
there's Stanley H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H.
Kaplan. Our test-taking techniques and educational
programs have prepared
over 1 million students.
So whatever grad school
exam you're taking, call us.
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam might
ha*e taken a Kaplan
course.

KAPLAN
5KN(£VH

The worid's leading
test prep organization.
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Arts
Garth Fagau Dance Troupe Darling
-By Sandy BurkeArts Editor

completely from one of thoughtfulness to one of amusement.
The versatility of the group
was shown once again in the fourth
On Friday, January 22 at 8:00 section of the program, in which a
p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre, variety of pieces were performed
Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance back to back. The beginning of this
Theatre gave a stunning perform- section presented an almost eery
ance of modern dance. The picture as the lights went up on four
evening's program ranged from figures (two men, two women)
thoughtful to whimsical to abso- standing in a square dressed in
lutely powerful in motion and mes- earth-colored tones, looking parsage.
My overriding feeling ticularly statuesque. As they began
throughout this performance was to dance to the calming tones of
awe and respect for such over- Puccini, in symmetrical and liquid
whelming talent, dancing and cho- movements, the beauty of dance
reography.
and the powerful feeling it conAlthough all of the dances veyed poured out into the audience
performed deserve unlimited and evoked moving images.
praise, I will only mention a few
As it progressed, the symmewhich struck me. Prelude, the first try disappeared and it seemed that
piece of the evening, captured at- no effort was made to make the
tention right away. The dancers movements the same. It did not
showed incredible control in their matter. The beauty and intensity of
use of every muscle and their tech- the dance was only increased by the
nical precision was breath taking. individuality of each dancer and a
Speeding across the stage one after certain unity was found in the sepathe other in spectacular chains of rate movement.
rapid and precise motion, they
In the last section of the
dazzled the eye. Simple move- evening's program, the company
ments put together by choreogra- made extraordinary use of lighting,
pher/founder Garth Fagan were multi-colored costumes, music ( a
transformed into complex and fas- lot of percussion) and rhythms..
cinating sequences.
Each person danced to an involved
In contrast to Prelude was a and intricate rhythm which ran into
piece entitled Touring Jubilee and against the others, and yet the
1924. The dancers showed great entire piece managed to blend perspirit and clearly enjoyed what they fectly. This was a piece which
were doing. The flirtatious and en- seemed to emanate entirely from
tertaining nature of this number the rhythms of the music and which
didn't change the skill and expres- weaved into the patterns of the persiveness involved. Words would cussion until the dancing and the
only have been cumbersome in music were inseparable and
trying to convey the range of emo- seemed to have been created for
tions and the sheer enjoyment and and with each other.
fun of this piece. In less than a
The variety of styles in dance
minute or two, this piece managed and music in the program made the
to change the mood of the audience evening extremely enjoyable and

en

-By Lisa SchroederAssistant Arts Editor
Well, now that I have your attention I will tell you about the many
upcoming events that will be on
campus during the semester. On
Wednesday, January 27 at 8:15
p.m. , the 1988 Connecticut Student Poets will read their works in
the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.
For more information, please see
the preview of this event that is in
this section. Marceline Lee, a Trinity graduate from the class of 1986,
will be giving a piano recital including
works
by Bach,
Beethoven, Faure, and Ravel.
There is more information about
this recital in the preview by our
esteemed Arts Editor in this section. St. Anthony Hall will be hosting a student art exhibition on February 1st from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. All
faculty, students and administration are welcome (and refreshments will be served.)
A major event of the season ,
Rainbow Sound: Women Poets
at Trinity College will be coming
to Trinity. The reading on Tuesday, February 2 at 8 p.m. in Austin
Arts Center will initiate Black History Month at Trinity. The poetry
of Sonia Sanchez, the winner of the
1985 Book Award,and a Hartford
author, Clymenza Hawkins, will
present their works. The second
reading on Tuesday, March 1, in
Rittenberg Lounge of Mather Hall,
will feature Cicano writer Sandra
Cisneros, and poet Rosario
Caicedo. Closing the series on
Wednesday, March 16 in Goodwin
Theatre, will be Luci Tapahonso,
an acclaimed Navajo poet, and
Cuban-bom writer Bessy Reyna.
On Sunday, February 7, at 3 p.m.
in Hamlin Hall, the Chamber Players at Trinity will be joined by Soni
Fidelis Wind Quintet. The ensemble will present A FrancoPrussian/ Alliance featuring :
Francaix Quintette and Brahms
Piano Trio, OP8, and a new work

commissioned by CPT and composed by Robert Strizich. PHILADANCO will also be performing
on February 7, at 2 p.m. Austin
Arts Center and the Artists Collective have joined together to bring
PHILADANCO to Hartford for
the first time. The Boys Choir of
Harlem will be performing on
February 11, at 8:15 p.m. Their
repertoire ranges from classical,
European works to contemporary
and gospel music, with special
emphasis on the works of black
composers. Members of the choir
come from all over New York City,
although a large number of the boys
are from Central Harlem. Their
ages range from age 9 to 17, and
they are directed by Dr. Walter J.
Turnbull.
William Shakespeare's The
Comedy of Errors will be presented from February 25th to 27th
at 8:00 p.m. The object of the play
is to bring Shakespeare to life for
everyone. Although the lines are
spoken in old English, the play
takes place in modern-day
Greenwich Village, New York.
This production shows immense
promise, with a lot of new talent,
the direction of Sally Porterfield
and MOVEMENT
by Avis
Hatcher.
March 10th through 13th Gilbert
and Sullivan's lolanthe will be
presented by the Music Department. Often thought to be Gilbert
and Sullivan's greatest work, lolanthe satirizes the British aristocracy and class system through the
unlikely confrontation between
woodland fairies and the House of
Peers. It is fully staged with an
orchestra and is directed by Gerald
Moshell.
Also to be seen in March is Yellow Fever, performed by the Pan
Asian Repertory Theatre on the

The multifaceted Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance Theatre.
exciting. One was never sure just
what to expect. I don't claim to be
an authority on dance, however
aside from my own awe and admiration for these superb dancers, I
point to the entire audience as a
gauge. The troupe received many
curtain calls, thundering applause
and a standing ovation. This speaks
well for the evening; it was truly an
unforgettable experience.

17th and 18th at 8:00 p.m. Then, in
early April Kabuki Macbeth will
be presented hy the Acting
Company. Trinity Concert Choir
follows this on the 9th of April at
8:15 p.m. in the Washington Room.
They will be singing a mixture of
classical and popular works.
Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows
will be presented on April 14th
through 17th at 8:00 p.m. The
performance is the culmination of a
semester's work by the Theatre and
Dance senior seminar, called The
Hysteria Project. The shows are
the result of partial collaboration
between Judy Dworin, Lenora
Champagne, Professor Diane
Hunter and the students. The professors as well as the students and
several professionals will be performing together in this very active
performance. It reaches heavy and
funny extremes and evokes a full
range of emotions.
Several other events will be occurring throughout the semester. A
number of exhibitions by Senior
majors in Studio Arts will be presented in Garmany Hall, thefirstof
which will be show the works of
Anne Maroon from January 24th to
30th. This exhibition will be followed by Joe Madeira's exhibit
from February 1st to 6th. A French
play, Feu la Mere de Madame, is
being directed by Jane Margesson,
a senior French major. It runs for
approximately one hour and is an
extremely funny and expressive
play which can be enjoyed regardless of language. It will tentatively
be showing sometime during the
Ides of March. There will also be a
second Concert Choir performance
on May 6lh at 8:15 p.m.
The performances this semester
are varied and should appeal to all.
Enjoy them, and meanwhile, sorry
about the pizza

File Photo

Canteen Cabaret
A fir eat
unique " you were there atmosphere." Irving Berlin's famous war
song, "This is the Army Mr. Jones"
began the first half of the evening's
program. The dynamic and excitOn Friday and Saturday nights, ing atmosphere created by this seJanuary 15th and 16th , soprano lection was broken only by the
Barbara Pierce ( a professional sweet, melodious ballads such as
vocalist from the. greater Hartford Lili Marlene and In Flander's
area) and Trinity's own Gerald Field.
Moshell (tenor), presented CANThe most stirring work of the
TEEN CABARET, a musical trib- evening was the beautiful duet, The
ute to World Wars I and II. The White Cliffs of Dover in which Mr.
festive program marked the singing Moshell shed his usual energetic
debut of the Music Department style for one which blended perchairman, who clearly dispelled fectly with that of Ms. Pierce.
the myth " Those who can't do, Other well received numbers were
teach." The evening proved to be Two Little Angels of Peace, a satire
nostalgic for many and fun-filled of Adolf Hitler and Lord Chamberfor all.
lain , Keep the Home Fires BurnThe two complimented each ing, an old standard that showcased
other quite well, as Pierce's pol- Ms. Pierce's talent and &Oh, How I
ished professionalism combined Hate to Get Up in the Morning,
effectively with Moshell's more sung with great spirit by Moshell.
The evening ended on the same
raw and brassy style. Ms. Pierce's
precise and angelic voice was im- up note with which it began in the
peccable while Mr. Moshell de- reprise of This is the Army Mr.
pended more on a seemingly limit- Jones. After the show, three older
members of the audience expressed
less supply of energy.
Director Donna Colletta and the nostalgic sentiment; "It captured
two vocalists made some wise deci- the enthusiasm and the 'my country
sions as far as program order went. right or wrong' mentality of the
They effectively mixed very up- World War II era...We could see
beat, inspiring numbers with more ourselves again." This is, after all,
emotional pieces to create the what art is all about.
-ByJohnCockrellArts Staff Writer

St. Anthony Hall will be
sponsoring a student art
exhibition on February 1st,
4-10 p.m. All students,
administration and faculty are
welcome. Refreshments will
be provided.
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Connecticut Stgtdeiit

Poets To Read At 'Trinity
Press Release
Hartford, Conn. -The 1988 Connecticut Student Poets will read
form their works in a free program
at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 27, in
the Faculty Club of Trinity
College's Hamlin Hall.
The five poets, all of whom are
studying at colleges and universities in the slate, were selected as
Connecticut Student Poets on the
basis of a statewide competition
sponsored by the Connecticut Poetry Circuit. The student poets are
reading at campuses across Connecticut during the spring semester.
This year's Connecticut Student
Poets are Nan Cohen, a junior at
Yale University; Anne de Kay, a
sophomore at Mohegan Community College; Claudia Adrienne
Grandi, a sophomore at Manchester Community Coilege; Antonio
Jocson, a senior at Wesleyan University; and Susan Pfeil, a senior at
the University of Bridgeport.
Cohen, who was born in Illinois
in 1968 and grew up in Maryland, is
an English major. Currently she
runs the small library at Yale's Silliman College. In spring of 1987
she received the Academy of
American Poets' Prize at the university.
De Kay, also an English major,

was born in England during World
War II. From 1960 to 1975 she was
secretary and then research assistant to Philip Noel-Baker, a member of the British House of Commons and winner of the 1959Novel
Peace Prize. She came to live in the
United States in 1977 and now resides in Stonington. She currently
is a teacher's aid in a creative writing class.
Grandi has edited Shapes,
Manchester's literary journal, for
three years. Her poems have been
published in Blue Mountain Arts
and Single Life magazines. Born
in Manchester in the 1940s, she has
lived there all her life.
Jocson, who was bom in Manila
in 1964 and who attended high
school in Switzerland, is an English
major at Wesleyan. Last year he
received the Academy of American
Poets' Prize at the university, as
well as an international literary
prize from Alpha Delta Phi fraternity. His poems have appeared in
the Wesleyan Cardinal and in
Caracoa, the poetry journal published by the Philippine Council for
the Arts. Presently he is an intern at
the Wesleyan University Press.
Pfeil is majoring in a program of
elective studies, with a concentration in alcoholism studies and a

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
CONGRATULATES
AVIS HATCHER
FOR
"BEHIND THE LINES",
HER OUTSTANDING SENIOR
THESIS PROJECT.

ArtsStaff
Writers
Needed!
If interested,
please contact
the Arts Staff,
Box 1310, or

call 246-1829

Mareeline I^ee, A Trinity
Alumnus, To Give Reeital
After graduating from Trinity,
Ms. Lee went on to Fontainebleau,
a music program for American students in France. While there, she
studied piano with Nadia BouThis Friday, January 29 at 8:00 Ianger. She stayed in France for 18
p.m. in Garmany Hall, Mareeline months, during which time she
Lee, a Trinity graduate from the worked with several renowned piclass of 1986, will be giving a piano anists and in December of 1987
recital sponsored by the Depart- gave a recital in Paris.
ment of Music. The performance
will include works by Bach,
The recital which Ms. Lee will
Beethoven, Faure and Ravel.
be playing here at Trinity is the
Ms. Lee was a double major in same one with which culminated
Music and French here at Trinity her stay in France. It will be quite
and was chosen as a President's an honor to have Ms. Lee perform
Fellow. She studied piano with here at Trinity. This event is open
Linda Laurent, an Artist-in-Resi- to the public and all are encouraged
dence at Trinity since 1982.
to attend.
-By Sandy BurkeArts Editor

NON-STOP EXCITEMENT!

AUSTIN
AJRTSCENTER
-1- G o o d w i n Theatre

GARTH FAGAN'S

^

January 22

<$&*

GENERAL
INFORMATION
203-527-8062
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Announcements
DANCE
A performance by PHILADANCO
will be held on Feb. 7, as part of
"Black History Month at Trinity
College" series at the Goodwin
Theater, Austin Arts Center at 2
pm. General Admission: $8; students and senior citizens: $6.

EXHIBITS
"VISTAS," an exhibition of landscapes in paintings and prints by
Nancy Friese, studio-artist-in-residence will be held in the Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center Jan.
11 to Feb. 12, 1-5 pm, free admission.

Goodwin Theater of the Austin
Arts Center on Jan. 29 at 8:15 pm.
General admission: $6; students
and senior citizens: $4.
A student vocal recital will be held
in Garmany Hall of the Austin Arts
Center on Feb. 5 at 8:15 pm. Free
Admission.
"A Franco-Prussian Alliance" performed by the Chamber Players at
Trinity with guest ensemble, Soni
Fidelis Wind Quintet, will be held
on Feb.7 at 3 pm in Hamlin Hall.
General admission: $6; students
and senior citizens: $3.
A performance by Andrew Clarke
of Jackson University, Florida and
Riverside Presbyterian Church,
Jacksonville, will be held on Feb.7
in the Chapel at 3 pm. General
admission: $5; students and senior
citizens: $3.

"Notable Gifts to the Watkinson
Library: 1977-1987," will be held
from Feb. 1 to May 31, in the
Tmmbull Room of the Watkinson
Library from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm,
Monday- Friday: 9:30 am to 4:30 A concert by the Boys Choir of
pm, Saturdays.
Harlem will be presented in the
Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts
"W.C. Handy: Father of the Center on Feb. 11 at 8:15 pm.
Blues," will be held Feb. 1 through General admission: $6; students
April 11 in the Audubon Room of and senior citizens: $4.
the Watkinson Library from 8:30
am to 4:30 pm, Monday- Friday: A conceit by John Rose, Trinity
9:30 am to 4:30 pm, Saturdays.
College Organist, will be held on
Feb. 14 at 3 pm in the Chapel.
Alexis Spanos, a senior studio arts General admission: $5; students
major from Claremont, NH, will and senior citizens: $3.
have an exhibition of art work from
Feb.7 through Feb. 13 from 1 pm to THEATRE
5 pm daily in Garmany Hall of
Austin Arts Center.
"The Mozamgola Caper" will be
performed by the San Francisco
Artworks by senior Susan Brady of Mime Troupe on Feb. 6 at 8 pm in
Norwood, Mass, and senior Lisa the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Trocki of Southbury, Conn, will be Arts Center. General admission:
displayed Feb. 24 through March $8; students and senior citizens:
18 from 8 am to 10 pm in Mather $5.
Hall Arts Space. An opening reception will be held on Feb. 24 LECTURES
from 5 pm to 7 pm.
A lecture titled "Beyond Black and
Lisa Trocki a senior studio arts White: Toward Pluralism and Atmajor from Southbury, Conn., will tainment in the United States" by
have an exhibition of art work from Bruce R. Hare, associate professor
March 7 through March 12, from 1 of sociology, State University of
pm to 5 pm daily in Garmany Hall New York at Stony Brook, on Feb.
3 at 4 pm in the Faculty Club,
of Austin Arts Center.
Hamlin Hall. Free admission.
An exhibition of recent paintings
by Mary DelMonico, will be held A lecture titled "Computers and
in the Mather Art Space, Mather the Workplace" will be given by
Campus Center, between Jan. 20 Margrethe Olson, professor and director of the Center for Research
and Feb. 12, 1988.
on Information Systems, New
Anne Maroon, a senior studio arts York University, will be held on
major from Washington D.C., will Feb. 3 at 8 pm in the Goodwin
have an exhibition of her work in Theatre, Austin Arts Center. Free
Garmany Hall of Austin Arts admission.
Center from Jan. 24 through Jan.
30 from I pm to 5 pm daily.

A lecture titled "Black Feminism
in the 20th Century" by Deborah
Gray White, associate professor of
history, Rutgers University on Feb.
4 at 4 pm in the Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall. Free admission.

Joseph Madeira, a senior studio
arts major from Dayville, Conn.,
will have an exhibition of his work
from Feb. 1 through Feb. 6 in
Garmany Hall of Austin Arts Cen"The 1988 Elections and the Black
ter from 1 pm to 5 pm daily.
Economic Agenda," a lecture by
An exhibition of photographs Frederick McKinney, assistant
titled, "New England's Industrial professor of economics at the UniLandscape: Photographs of a versity of Connecticut will be held
Vanishing Legacy," by Nancy O. on Feb. 5 at 4 pm in the Faculty
Albert, will be held Feb. 14-21, Club, Hamlin Hall. Free admis1988 in the Mather Art Space, sion,
Mather Campus Center. A gallery
talk and opening reception will be " The Genesis and Production of
'X,' an Opera of the 1980s," a lecheld on Feb. 15, 1988, at 7 p.m.
ture/demonstration by Anthony
Davis, composer-in -residence at
MUSIC
Cornell University will be held on
A piano recital by Marceline Lee, a Feb. 8 at 4 pm in the Faculty Club,
Trinity alumna, will be held in the Hamlin Hall. Free admission.

A lecture titled "The Possibilities
and Limits of Black Mass Action:
Harlem's 'Don't Buy Where You
Can't Work' Campaign of the
1930s" by Cheryl Greenberg, assistant professor of history at Trinity will be given on Feb. 10 at 4 pm
in the Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
Free admission.

held in the Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center on Feb. 2 at
8:15 pm. A reading by Clymenza
Hawkins will open the evening.
Book-signing and a reception will
follow the performance.

FILMS

The film "Sounder" will be shown
"Hysteria as History: The Trials of on Feb. 7 at 7 pm in the McCook
the Female Body in Late Victorian Auditorium. Free admission.
England," a slide-illustrated lecture by Nancy Armstrong, profes- The film "Stormy Weather" will be
sor of English and comparative lit- shown Feb. 10 at 7 pm in the
erature at the University of Minne- McCook Auditorium. Free admissota will be held on Feb. 11 at 4 pm sion.
in the Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
Free admission.
ELECTIONS
"Handy on Handy: The Music and
Legacy of W. C. Handy," a lecture
on American blues musician W. C.
Handy by D. Antoinette Handy,
acting director, music division,
National Endowment for the Arts
on Feb. 12 at 5 pm in the Watkinson Library. Free admission. It will
be preceded by a reception at 4 pm.

SGA is holding elections for
Freshman Class Representative
and for Dorm Representative in
Cook and Smith dorms. All students are eligble for the two dorm
positions. Petitions are available in
Students Activities Office and are
due on Jan. 29 by 5 pm in Box
#1654 with at least twenty signatures. Elections will be held on
Feb. 2 between 11 am and 4 pm in
POETRY
Mather Campus Center. Any quesConnecticut Student Poets reading tions call Yoianda Diaz at 246from their works will be held in the 3292.
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall on Jan.
JOBS
27 at 8:15 pm. Free admission.

A poetry reading by black poet
Sonia Sanchez, professor of English at Temple University, will be

The University of New Hampshire
will offer a new course titled,
"Undergraduate Research in Ma-

rine Biology," during the summer
of 1988. This course is open to
students at colleges and universities other than UNH. Those interested should contact Win Watson,
zoology department, Spaulding
Life Sciences Building, University
of New Hampshire, Durham, NH
03824. Application deadline is
April 1, 1988.
The National Park Service is accepting lifeguard applications for
positions in New York, Long Island, New Jersey, and Massachusetts. Information and applications
are available by writing:
Surfguard Program, Gateway National Recreation Area, Floyd
Bennett Field, Brooklyn, NY
11234, or call 1-8OO-NP8- SWIM
outside of New York City starting
Feb. 12. Applicants in New York
City should cal!718-338-3670.

COMPETITIONS
The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890 by the late
Professor Henry Ferguson of the
Class of 1868, are offered for the
two best essays submitted for any
undergraduate course, tutorial, or
seminar in the Department of Political Science during the academic
year - a first prize of $450, and a
second prize of $300. All essays
must be typewritten. They must be
submitted to the Chairman of the
Department before April 15.

** SENIORS: PLEASE NOTE: **
IF YOU DO NOT REGISTER FOR 4™ QUARTER PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES AT THIS TIME, YOU RUN THE RISK OF YOUR CHOICE BEING
CLOSED ON MARCH 8™. REGISTRATION FOR 3 RD AND 4™ QUARTERS IS
BEING DONE AT THE SAME TIME AND ON THE SAME FORM AS
ACADEMIC COURSE REGISTRATION. YOU HAVE UNTIL FINAL REGISTRATION DAY ON JANUARY 27, 1988.

CINESTUDIO
WED-SAT
My Life As A Dog
Less Than Zero
(separate admission)

7:30

SUN-TUES
Personal Services

7:30

9:45

Good Morning,

9:30

B a b y l o n (Double Feature)

M.O.M. (Medical Office Memo)
You probably know what B.S.E. means but what about T.S.E.? Did you this simple selfexamination for men could save your life? It stands for testicular self examination. You
may have never heard of testicular cancer. It isn't very common but it is most found in
men 20-35 and is the common tumor in men aged 20-25. It is found with much greater
frequency in white males with the incidence in blacks and orientals very low. Testicular
cancer very seldom causes pain making T.S.E. very important in early detection and
successful treatment. Although the following symptoms may well not be cancer, any
pain, swelling, discomfort of the testes, problems in urinating or tenderness of the breasts
should be brought to the attention of a physician without delay.
How to examine your testes. The best time is following a hot shower as the heat causes
the testes to descend and the scrotal skin to relax facilitating finding anything unusual.
Examine each testicle with both hands, placing the index and middle fingers on the
underside of the testicle and your thumb on the top. Gently roll your testicle between
your thumb and fingers feeling for a small lump. If you do find anything abnormal
chances are it will be at the front or side of your testicle.
IT'S THAT SIMPLE. Make it a regular health habit. Next time you shower do T.S.E..
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WINTER WEEKEND
FRIDAY, JANUARY 29™

OTIS

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30™

The Third Annual

jDantam JjaLL

featuring

IV

w/ special guest
The Cartels

10PM-2AM

Washinton Room
$5 per person in advance
$6 at the door w/out toga
$5 at the door w/toga

Sponsored by TCAC

I

8 PM-1 AM
nd
2 floor, MCC
Proper attire required
$5 per person in advance
$7 atthe door
Cash Bar

Sponsored by: RC/A's,
TCAC, and the IFC

Sports
Super Bowl Preview
where he shouldn't, but Elway usually has plenty of time to throw, and
can create his own offensive opporSports Writer
tunities with his superior running
skills. Elway's running gives the
This season has been an up and Broncos' offense a unique dimendown one for the NFL as a whole. sion which often turns broken plays
The player's strike certainly had an into long gains.
adverse effect, both on the fans and
Elway's receivers are quite
the teams themselves. Luckily, the solid. WR Vance Johnson was hosstrike ended in time to preserve pitalized before the Browns game,
most of the season. It was a very and his effectiveness is in doubt.
unpredictable season, with the Speedster Ricky Nattiel, who filled
Saints coming from nowhere to in for Johnson, showed he is a more
post a 12-3 mark, while the Colts than capable replacement. Veteran
went from pretenders to contend- WR Steve Watson and TE Clarence
ers. Now that the dust has cleared, Kay, while not featured in the attwo of the league's better teams, the tack, have the ability to make a
Denver Broncos and Washington clutch catch, though they are defiRedskins, prepare to meet in Super nitely not deep threats. WR Mark
Bowl XXII, this Sunday in San Jackson, who has great speed, is
often called upon to spell Watson.
Diego.
The Broncos certainly surprised The loss of versatile RB Gerald
no one in repeating as AFC Willhite (broken leg) hurt the Bronchamps. Denver defeated the cos in third-down situations. However, RB Sammy Winder is often
Cleveland Browns 38-33 in the used
dump-offs and screens, and
AFC Championship Game in a whileonnot
being a breakaway runbattle of arguably the league's two ner, he is enough of a rushing threat
best teams. The Redskins, how- to keep linebackers honest.
ever, overcame stiff NFC challenges from the Bears and Vikings
Elway will be facing a Redskin
to advance to the Super Bowl for defense which should provide at
the third time in six years. In gen- least some challenges. DE's Dexter
eral, Super Bowls do not produce Manley and Charles Mann are two
close games. Recent scores include of the best pass rushers in the game.
39-20,46-10, and 38-9. True fans, If they are able to generate a pass
ourselves included, would cer- rush and pressure Elway, they
tainly enjoy a close game. Unfortu- might be able to force an intercepnately, after analyzing the two tion or two. The real key of the
teams, such a scenario seems un- Washington defense is the linebackers, led by MLB Neal
likely.
Denver's offense can- be de- Olkewiez OLB Mel Kaufman.
scribed in two words: John Elway. They have to keep Elway from runSimply put, Elway is the most ath- ning the ball and rolling out when
letic quarterback in the game, and is pressured. In general, containment
a superb performer in the clutch. is not the strength of the Redskin
Sometimes he relies on his strong linebackers - they are much better
arm too much, forcing the ball laying back in coverage and against
-By Matthew G, Miller and

Bill Charest-

the run. Look for Elway to roll out
QB Doug Williams has emerged
often and possibly call his own as a steady performer since taking
number on a draw play now and over for Jay Schroeder. He has a
then.
great ability to go deep, and is able
The Redskins' secondary is ca- to hit a receiver cutting across the
pable of the big interception, with middle as well as anyone. HowAlvin Walton and Darrell Green ever, Williams lacks a soft touch on
being the key defenders. Green is timing patterns and passes in the
nursing a rib injury, although he flat. Williams is not a great scramwill be nearly full strength by game bler, but he seldom has to abandon
day. His assignment will be Vance the pocket, due to the able pass
Johnson or Ricky Nattiel, depend- blocking of his offensive line. The
ing on Johnson's condition. If passing attack suffered a great loss
Green is ailing, Elway should be when All-Pro WR Art Monk was
able to exploit this weakness. felled by an injury. However, the
Walton's specialty is in nickel situ- Redskins' passing attack remains
ations, where he can gamble more dangerous. WR Ricky Sanders has
and go for the interception; he can become a very dangerous weapon
be burned when caught one on one. while replacing the veteran Monk
He needs to have a big game, or (who will return for the Bowl). WR
Elway may be able to go deep at Gary Clark is Williams' favorite
will.
receiver; he has very good hands
When the Redskins have the and, along with Jerry Rice and Al
ball, they feature a much more bal- Toon, is one of the best all-around
anced attack than the Broncos. The receivers in the game. Williams
Redskins' running game, led by FB will probably test the waters early
George Rogers, is more of a threat by going deep to Clark, in an effort
than Denver's. Rogers' strength is to produce an early Redskin lead.
inside running, and he must have TB Kelvin Bryant is like having an
success in this regard if the Re- extra wide receiver in the game,
dskins are to win. The Redskins and is quite effective on screen
will then be able to control the ball, plays, when he able to hold on to the
and keep it out of Elway's hands, as ball. TE Clint Didier is most effecwell as wear down the Broncos' tive from the 20-yard line on in, and
defensive front seven. Rogers is often able to make the clutch
sometimes has a penchant for fum- catch. Look for Didier to be called
bling - the Redskins simply cannot upon if the Redskins have third
afford to turn the ball over to the down inside the Denver 10.
powerful Broncos offense. TB KelOn defense, the Broncos are a
vin Bryant is a great third down
threat as a receiver - he has great solid unit. DE Rulon Jones, while
speed and is a dangerous open-field not having one of his better searunner, though his hands and his sons, is still capable of making a
attitude are of questionable calibre. sack in crucial situations. But the
The Redskins and Rogers must es- most important person in the Dentablish a running game early. If ver defense is OLB Karl Meckthey do not, it will be a long day at lenburg. Mecklenburg is one of the
most versatile defenders in footthe office.
ball, and has at various times lined
up at every one of the front seven
positions. He is a good pass rusher,
but is an even better defender
Eric Grant and Joe against the run. It will be his job to
Yamin have been named the cap- key on George Rogers, and toguard
tains of the 1988 Trinity College against any gimmick plays the
Football Team. Grant, a junior eco- Redskins may try. It seems likely
nomics major, played comerback that Mecklenburg & Co. will be
for the Bants in 1987, registering 52 able to handle the Redskins' offentackle, 1 interception, and a team sive line in the trenches - they alleading 13 pass breakups. Yamin.a ready have had good success
double major in English and Eco- against those of Houston and
nomics, played linebacker during Cleveland, two of the AFC's better
the '87 season, and led the team offensive lines. George Rogers will
with 86 tackles and also had 2 have his hands full.
sacks, and an interception, despite
After being decimated by retiremissing 2 games with a separated
shoulder. Coach Don Miller said,
"I am very happy to have these two
young men as our Captains, they
from Page
Page 12
complement each other a great Continuea from
12
v
deal. Both play a high level of inKevin Robinson scored a beauty
tensity, but while Joe is very emo- at 10:20 of the first. He deked out a
tional, Eric is more reserved and defenseman to get essentially a
leads by example." In-other foot- penalty shot and put it over the
ball news, Bob Sickinger, Don shoulder and off the left goal post of
goal tender
Steve
Fronzaglia, and John Morrissey Amherst
were named to the All-NESCAC Skolnick. Skolnick had a tough
team. Sickinger, a sophomore, was night, giving up a goal between his
named as an outside linebacker, legs to Loeber (who had just deked
Morrissey as an offensive lineman, out two players to get the shot) and
and Fronzaglia as a wide receiver. was pulled at 11:50 of the second.
Trinity Football led the nation in The last five minutes of the second
Division HI attendance this past period found Murray being forced
fall, due in part to the 8,000-plus to make good saves for the first
fans that attended the Wesleyan time of the game. Andy Lee scored
in the second for Amherst,
game.
Any hope of coming back from
the 5-2 deficit was quashed at the
start of the third by McCartney.
Continued from Page 12
McCartney stole a pass along the
The 55m dash saw 2 Trinity men Trinity blue line and carried up the
advance to the final, Russ Alderson ice for a breakaway. McCartney
and Rob Conklin. Alderson pulled doesn't miss those and beat reout with a strained hamstring, placement goalie Mark Treadwell
while Conklin went on the run a for a 6-2 Trinity lead.
Gregory and Williamson, and a
6.87 scorcher. Finally, the field
events brought home some good second goal from McCartney, finnews for the team as well. John ished the scoring for Trinity, while
Havifand heaved the 35 lb. weight Okun scored his second of the
40*11.75", good enough for 6th game for Amherst.
place, and a personal best. Also,
Trinity had problems against
Sobel took 6th place in the triple Bentley, but managed to steal the
jump, despite being hampered by a game with a goal at 19:45 of the
short runway.
third period, to give the team 5-4
I won't say good luck because win. Williamson unleashed a slapthe evidence of these performances shot from the point into a scramble
shows that luck is exactly what in front of the Bently net which was
Trinity track's Division III rivals deflected in by either Bronson or
Anderson, (nobody was really
will need this year. "Strap it on!"

$poi-fc Brief

WINTER • SPRING • SUMMER • FALL

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR LESS AT

OXFORD
Several Colleges of Oxford University have invited WISC to
recommend qualified students to study under the tutorial
system as Visiting Students or Associate Students for one
year or for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status is
required, and graduate study is available.
Integrated student housing, social activities, tours offered by
WISC. A special summer session is directed by WISC.
Past student evaluations available.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER 1988
Pre-professional program: internships in Congress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related
courses in Government or Journalism.

The Washington International Studies Center
Room713A, 901 Six Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
(202) 337-9378/9379
(EO/AA)

ment and injuries, the Broncos'
secondary has been a pleasant surprise for Denver coach Dan
Reeves. CB Mark Haynes has returned to his All-Pro form in the
past three games, and excels at oneon-one coverage. Haynes may see a
lot of Gary Clark during the game,
and if he comes through with a solid
performance, a large part of the
Redskin offense will be negated.
Special teams are often crucial to
a team's performance. The Redskins will certainly suffer in this
category if Darrell Green is unable
to return punts. If Green turns in a
big return as he did in the Chicago
game, he might be able to turn the
tide of the game. Denver might use
Ricky Nattiel to return punts, in an
effort to make a big play. Redskins
P Steve Cox is more than adequate
and certainly gets the job done.
Washington K Ali Haji-Shiekh is
suspect - he is capable of missing
almost any kick, and is not to be
relied upon in the clutch. Denver's
K Rich Karlis seems to have put his
troubles behind him; he is quite
accurate, relatively clutch, and is
able to knock home a 50-yarder if
called upon.
Washington will probably try to
establish their running game first,
although they might try a bomb to
get on top early. Denver should be
able to throttle the Redskins running attack, forcing Doug Williams
to throw. If Gary Clark is held in
check, it will truly be a long day for
the 'Skins, although he should be
good for at least one TD on raw
ability alone. Williams should
manage to lead them to a couple of
touchdowns. For Denver, it will
probably be vintage John Elway,
which will probably spell a great
deal of trouble for a Washington
defense that lacks depth, particularly in the linebackers. If Denver
goes up 14-0 or more, the game
could be over. With Darrell Green
not 100%, Elway should be able to
go deep - look for Vance Johnson
(orRicky Nattiel)tohave a bigday.
This game should be fairly highscoring - look for the over/under
line of 47 to fall sometime in the
fourth quarter. In the end, John
Elway and the Broncos will come
out on top fairly comfortably. We
predict a final score of Denver 31,
Washington 20.

Hoekey
sure)
Western New England came to
town on Thursday and played their
usual stellar game. They lost 18-0.
What these guys are doing trying to
play inter-collegiate hockey is beyond me. Steve Gorman picked up
the shut-out for the Bants by making 19 saves. Despite being scored
on 18 times, the WENC goalies
made 41 saves. Manley (2), Williamson (2), junior defensman Jack
Tannar (his first), Matt Keator,
Mike Murphy (2), Bryant
McBride, Dave Provost (3), and
McCartney (3), Bronson (2), and
Loeber scored for Trinity.
Trinity faces UConn on the road
tonight (7:00), St. Johns University
at Kingswood on Thursday (7:35),
and Saturday against Nichols on
the road.
The team has shown a far greater
discipline in the last five games
than in the first five. The defense
has shown great improvement,
even in the absence of their leader,
McCool. Anderson has continued
his strong play and Kenney, Bryant
McBride, Bob Farnham, Mike
Miele and Steve Palmer are getting
stronger every game. The defensemen were the nagging worry of
Dunham coming out of camp but
defensive coach Paul Davidson has
molded the group into a first-rate
group of backliners. With the record standing at 10-1, things are
looking good.

Sports
Sudden Death
Matthew G. Miller
Welcome to the first issue of the new year, where the sports
happenings have been accumulating quickly.
First, a quick word about the upcoming Super Bowl, which will
be extensively covered elsewhere in this issue. There is no question
that Denver truly deserves their spot, although the performance by
Cleveland in the Conference Championship game was truly incredible. If not for the fumble by Ernest Byner, the outcome might
have been very different. But ^nonetheless, Denver, led by John
Elway, is a deserving Bowl participant. Washington, on the other
hand is a rather mediocre team, who through good luck, combined
with a decent amount of talent, has unexpectedly found themselves
with a chance for a world championship. But Washington fans
should not hold their breath waiting for a victory. This could very
well be another of the famous Super Bowl blowouts.
I'm glad I didn't witness the Larry Holmes - Mike Tyson debacle
from Atlantic City. Practically the whole world knew who the
victor would be, and the only question was what round would
Holmes begin seeing stars. Tyson is a devastating puncher, and the
38-year old ex-champ was simply no match for the youth and
power of the 21 year old superstar. No one, though, can accuse
Holmes of being dumb. He picked up a cool $3 million dollars for 12
minutes of work.
The holiday bowl games were the most exciting and best played
in years. From the Miami Hurricanes' victory over Oklahoma in the
Orange Bowl for the national championship, to Michigan's thrilling victory over Alabama in the Fiesta Bowl, to the controversial 1616 tie between Auburn and Syracuse the games captivated the
nation, and brought college football to a new level. The Sugar Bowl
was where the most talked about game occurred (Auburn vs.
Syracuse). The decision of Auburn coach Pat Dye to go for the tying
field goal instead of the win will go down as one the most debated
questions in college football. Dye has received heaps of criticism
not only from Syracuse supporters, but from fans all over the
country. Iwillnotaddmyvoicetothatlist. I was incredulous when
he decided to go for it on fourth and six from the 30, and I would
have fainted if he had gone on fourth and goal from the 11. He was
correct in his decision to send out Win LyTe for the tying points; to
come out of a major bowl game, one where his team had played so
well, with nothing to show for it, would have been criminal. And
the criticism by Syracuse coach Don MacPherson was clearly
unwarranted by his decision to play conservative football himself,
by settling for a field goal earlier in the period.
Jimmy "the Greek" Snyder has never been one of my favorite
sportscasters, but even I was surprised when he unleashed his
verbal tirade about the black role in sports. He should have learned
by now, especially after the Al Campanis affair, to first and foremost shut his mouth, and secondly that talent, not race, is the
question, I have no problems with not hiring a minority coach, as
long as the chosen coach is more qualified! But I would not be
surprised to see Al Davis, the owner of the L. A. Raiders hire a black
coach mst to stick it to Pete Rozelle.
TheNational Basketball Associationseason rolls on with the Lakers, Celtics, Hawks, and Pistons dominating affairs. All four teams
have been extremely impressive, and, will, as I pointed out in my
preview fight it out for the championship. I was glad, though, that
1 was not one of the poor souls in attendance at the Warriors-Nets
game in New Jersey last week. The teams were a combined 15-64
oing in and neither had won a game on the road. Add the Clippers,
iullets, Knicks, and Suns to the aforementioned Nets and Warriors,
and one wonders where the talent will come from for the coming
league expansion. Heck, Greg Kite is already in the league.
It's nice to see the Whalers starting to play well again. Carey
Wilson looks to be a fine acquisition, and with John Anderson, Ray
Ferraro, and Paul MacDermid all exceeding expectations, don't be
surprised by a good playoff run by the Whale. Their 4-3 come from
behind victory against the Islanders last week, where I was lucky
enough to be in attendance, was a thrilling one, but somehow the
Civic Center fans find a way to transform the excitement into
tedium. When, oh, when will they get excited. The atmosphere in
Detroit, Madison Square Garden, and the Spectrum in Philadelphia, make the Hartford fans seem comatose. It is not a crime to get
excited; after all you are paying $20 for that right.
I had a chance over break to witness the "sport of the future", box
lacrosse at the Meadowlands in New Jersey. The game itself was
very exciting, and exceedingly well-played, but offered more camp
than the worst of professional wrestling. Whenever New Jersey
was on offense blaring rock music blasted over the P. A. Combine
that with an announcer who provided continuous inane chatter,
and a ludicrous half-time show, the "game of the future" has a long
way to go. But the base is there to build on.
All all NHL referees blind?
The metamorphosis is almost complete is women's tennis. With
her 6-1 7-6 destruction of Chris Evert, Steffi Graf has solidified her
number one position, as she, or the winsome Gabriela Sabatini will
be number one for years to come. Martina and Chris were great
champions, but their reigns are over, brilliant as they were.
I don't know which win was better, the Lady Bants 85-10 basketball win over Simmons College, or the hockey team's 18-0 win over
WNEC. Both teams are off to fast starts, and championships are not
out of the question for both.
Finally, a quick word about baseball. Even with Jack Clark, the
Yankees still need more pitching. The Cards signing of Bob Homer
is nice, but Blimpo Bob is not another Jack Clark, andthe Mets might
very well have just won themselves a pennant. The Bosox' acquisition of Lee Smith might bring them to the upper echelon of the AL
East, but it won't bring them a pennant. After Roger Clemens, the
Bosox lack a single consistent starter; Oil Can Boyd is a flake, and
Bruce Hurst has always been a mediocre pitcher except for his
stellar 1986 season (where he was only 14-10).
Congratulations to Trinity football fans, more of whom attended
games this year than at any other Division III school in the country
(6,254 per game). Other schools in the top ten included Tufts,
Williams, and Fordham.
Let's go Rangers! See you next week.

f

Women's Squash Gears For Howe Cup
-By Ellie Pierce & Louise
McCarthySports Writers
After a tough loss to top-ranked
Harvard before Christmas break,
the Trinity Women's Squash team
returned early to face three days of
double practice sessions in preparation for two tough matches this
past weekend. The Lady Bants'
hard work paid off in a decisive 6-3
victory over Penn on Friday, January 15th, and a hard-fought 3-6 loss
to Franklin and Marshall on Sunday .January 17th.
Friday's match against Penn
showed the strength of Trinity's
ladder, with wins by Captain Ellie
Pierce at #1, veteran junior Nan
Campbell at #2, and freshman sensation Courtney Geelan at #3. Senior Julie Calhoun (#4) defeated her
opponent in four games. Robin Silver, in her first season of squash at

Trinity, won in three games, and team, but beatable. We look forLouise McCarthy (#8) added the ward to seeing them in the Howe
sixth win in her four-game match. Cup."
Phoebe Sylvester (#7) lost a tough
After the tough loss to Franklin
five-game match. Both Laura and Marshall, the women's team
VonSeldcneck and Mimi Keller .showed their determination and
played strong matches but weren't toughness by crushing the Tufts
able to pull out victories.
team 9-0 on Saturday, January
The Lady Bants figured they 23rd.
Once again, Pierce,
would have a tough match against Campbell, Geeland and Calhoun
Franklin and Marshall, and the con- showed their strength at the top of
test proved to be exactly that. F&M the ladder. Sylvester (at #7) pulled
has a strong and experienced team out a 3-2 match after grueling ralall the way down their ladder. Cap- lies and close games. Coach
tain Ellie Pierce, #3 Courtney Bartlett is pleased with the team's
Geelan and #8 Louise McCarthy efforts thus far, commenting, "The
won their matches, while the rest of team is playing well, and the intenthe team played hard, but simply sity level is high. We are ready for
came up short. The final score of 3- the Howe Cup."
6 easily could have turned in
The Lady Bants hope to continue
Trinity's favor, as both Phoebe to build on their strong play, and
Sylvester and Laura VonSeldeneck facing difficult matches with Yale
dropped very close matches. Pierce and Smith in the next week, that
remains optimistic, saying that
"Franklin and Marshall is a good toughness will have plenty of opportunities to exhihit itself.

1

Women * Ifotip Rolls
Continued from Page 12
big offensive rebound off a LeBrun
missed free throw, which forced
Coast Guard to intentionally foul
LeBrun who iced the game with 2
free throws with 0:15 seconds remaining. Two O'Donnell free
throws provided the final 50-45
margin. Although LeBrun led the
Lady Bants with 16 points, the key
to the comeback was the strong
play of O'Donnell. The junior captain handled the ball with flair in the
second half, hit the key basket
when it was desperately needed,
and played her best game of the
year. Jennifer Revelle led the Lady
Bears with 20 points, and
singlehandedly kept Coast Guard
in the game. But her feisty nature
led to a key technical foul call, one
which helped Trinity immensely.
January 20th saw the Lady Bants
travel to Worcester, Massachusetts
to face the Clark Cougars. Clark,
possibly the best team on the Lady
Bants' schedule was extremely
impressive, and Trin, although
keeping in close early succumbed
to a very talented group of athletes.
LeBmn and Kolstad combined for
15 first half points, but the very
physical, at times, dirty Cougars
began to wear the Lady Bants
down. Clark scored the last 6 points
of the first half and took a 35-24
lead into the locker room. Tara
McGuire bulled her way inside for
13 first half points, with Wendy
Sibley adding 8 more from the
paint. Coach Pine had almost no
choice but to shut down the inside
game, and she attempted to do just
that with a 2-3 zone to start the
second half, but Ellen Rodgers and
Lisa Guerrin hit consecutive 3
point bombs from outside, and Trin
was forced back into a man-to-man
defense, which allowed McGuire
to add 8 more points, and 6'2"
Anastine Hector, who also had six
blocked shots, to hit for 10, despite
having the touch of a piece of concrete. No one, though, could question Trinity's desire. The Lady
Bants displayed both mental and
physical toughness in keeping the
score as close as it was. Trinity's
one run in the second half was ignited by Kattya Lopez, who, making her collegiate debut, hit 2 3point bombs and momentarily
closed the gap to 57-42. But Clark
warmed right back up to complete a
72-48 win. LeBrun led the Lady
Bants with 13 points, with Kolstad
adding 10. Despite the loss, Coach
Pine was not particularly disappointed with Trin's performance.
For one, the losing margin to Clark
last year was 39 points compared to
24 this year. And secondly, the
players all the way up and down the
bench performed with great intensity. Coach Pine acknowleged that
"this is probably the finest team
we'll play all year, and I was extremely pleased with the team's
effort."

This past Saturday the Lady with :56 left, and hit 1 of 2 free
Bants hosted Wellesley, and de- throws. The miss was rebounded
spite a poor second half, managed by Glew, who ran the clock down
to post a 54-48 win. The first half before being fouled. LeBrun iced
was all Trinity. The Lady Bants, the victory with 2 free throws with
behind Kolstad and Farquhar, who :01 left to create the final margin of
scoredTrin's first 12 points opened 54-48. LeBrun, despite not having
a quick 18-6 lead, behind some the greatest of offensive games,
poor Wellesley ball-handling, and came through (as usual) in the
some tough defense, especially by clutch, and O'Donnell made some
Glew. Glew finished with 9 re- key plays down the stretch to calm
bounds and 6 steals, and despite not the squad down. Coach Pine lascoring, was by far the most influ- mented the fact that the game beential force on the floor. Her quick- came as close as it did; "We played
ness and leaping ability created an excellent first half, dominated
more problems than Wellesley them, but were never able to put the
could possibly handle, and her game away in the second half when
value in this game could not be we had plenty opportunities to do
measuredbythestatbook. Thefirst just that. A few more of these
half ended with the score 29-12, games and I'll start getting gray
and Trinity firmly in control. But hair."
the second half was a different
Hoop Talk— Simmons shot
story. After a very slow start which
saw no scoring for the first 2:24 11% from the field in their 85-10
Wellesley closed the gap to 13 thrashing. Kathy Ennis, the normal
points breaking a token Trinity man starting off-guard has been out for 4
press. The score bounced between games with a sprained ankle, and
al3and 15 point margin for most of hopes to return to action this week.
the half, when suddenly Wellesley Lopez' three-pointers were the first
started to hit everything in sight, attempted by Trinity this year.
and the Lady Bants began having Paula Murphy has seen increased
trouble with the Wellesley pres- playing time, and figures to play an
sure. The score was 43-32 at the increasingly prominent role. Sen4:50 mark, and the gap was down to ior Maria OUari has been seeing
8 after Janet Hanousek hit for a time at both guard positions.
three point play. Hanousek created O'Donnell is averaging 5.7 assists
havoc inside in the 2nd half, post- per game. LeBrun is the leading
ing up on O'Donnell and scoring 12 scorer, averaging 17.1 ppg, foil wed
of herl4 points in the final twenty by at Kolstad 12.7, and Farquhar at
11.2. The Lady Bants next host
minutes. After a quick succession
Western
Connecticut tomorrow at
of turnovers Wellesley closed to
within 4 at 49-45 with 1:00 left. 7:00 P.M. and travel to New LonLeBrun grabbed a key rebound don to face Connecticut College
Saturday at 1:0() P.M.

Chieks Beat Bfolyoke
-By Jocelyn RolandReturning a week early for
Trinity's women swimmers has
paid off with a big win and many
time drops.
On January 14 Chet's Chicks
traveled to Mt. Holyoke with hopes
of a win, knowing it would be tough
going, especially after a week of
double sessions. The first event of
the evening, the 200 yd. medley
relay set the tone for the rest of the
night, Trinity finishing 1 and 2
thanks to a new scoring system.
Confidence was instilled with that
performance, and a number of
sweeps followed. In the 50 meter
butterfly Karen Leonard, Chever
Voltmer and Nicole Presber went
1,2 and 3, racking up points and
fine times. The next event, the 50
meter freestyle, had a similar outcome with Jocelyn Roland and
Becky Brainard finishing 1 and 2,
and Isobel Calvin taking 4th, the
senior's first time earning points
for the team. Liz Steinhauser took
1st in her required dives, with Alix
Ewert and Margie Peskin close
behind, earning points and showing great improvement. Andrea
Pimpinella put on a fine perform-

ance by finishing 2nd in the 200
meter backstroke with Chris Hull
just one second behind taking 3rd.
In the 400 meter freestyle the distance line-up of Susannah Deer,
Justine Divett and Suzy Slormer
went 1, 3 and 4 respectively. Finally, with a win in the 200 free
relay the Chick's sealed their 151116 victory.
On the 20th, Trinity lost to
Wesleyan with a score of 39-56, but
once again some breakthrough
limes and fine performances kept
spirits high. Kate Scanlan continually shows improvement in the
backstroke and Elizabeth Brown in
the freestyle. Senior Laura Ulrich
broke a personal barrier of 1:20
turning in a 1:19.9 in the 100 yd
breaststroke. The most exciting
race of the evening was Stormer's
500 yd free race where she eked out
avictoryover her opponent by just
.26 of a second, keeping the stands
cheering the whole race through.
Finally, the team's first 400 yd free
relay of Stormcr, Roland, Brainard
and Deer has almost all its members under 1 minute, making it exceptionally competitive.
On the 23 the Chicks face Brandeis and Fairfield on the 30th.

Sports
Men's Squash Stumbles Through Slow Sinvi
school had greater representation high-percentage shots, the impa- off-balance, thus enabling him to the match, however, since the Banof alums than Trinity. This fact is a tient Bantams all too often tried to execute a panoply of precise shots. tams were soon to confront Dantestament to the strong commit- force shots at inopportune times.
In the #8 match, an injured mouth. The team had been looking
ment Trinity has to a pre-eminent
Earning victories for the Bants Cenfair crushed his opponent 15-5 forward to this match all year. Last
During Christmas break, the squash program.
were Bruce Hauptfuhrer, Rick in the first game. At the beginning year, the unheralded Big Green
Trinity Men's Squash team headed
Trinity's first match of the new Campbell, and David Cenfair, by of the 2nd game, however, the Penn team upset Trinity in a tight 5-4
to the Great White North for a week year was against the always tough default. In the #1 match, Hauptfuh- player twisted his ankle and de- match. This year the Bantams
of training, competition, and obser- Penn Quakers. Going into the rer played his finest match of the faulted the match. Certainly this wanted revenge. Once again it
vation of the richest event on the match, Coach Sasha Cooke was season in defeating his opponent, a was a better fate than the unmiti- looked as if it would be a close
World Professional Squash Rack- optimistic about the team's two-time All-American from Ma- gated thrashing that he undoubt- match, with Trinity looking to have
ets Association Tour. The luxuri- chances. The skill level of the team laysia. The key to this victory was edly would have received by the the advantage at the top of the ladder and Dartmouth the advantage at
ous Sheraton Center of Toronto was, in his opinion, at least equal to the relentless pressure Hauptfuhrer highly-charged Cenfair.
served as the site for the event and that of the Quakers. In many of the placed on his opponent by driving
Trinity battled Yale, an another the bottom of the ladder. True to
as home base for the pampered matches, Trinity jumped out to the ball deep in the court and cut- Ivy League powerhouse, on the form, the Bantams, led by
Trinity squad. Among the competi- early leads. However, most of these ting the ball off early. This strategy evening of the 20th in New Haven. Hauptfuhrer, Smith, Hopkins, and
tors in the tournament were five leads fell by the wayside as Penn enabled him to dominate the "T" Preseason prognostications had Campbell took the first four
former Trinity stars: Bill Doyle defeated Trinity, 6-3. Coach Cooke throughout the match, frustrating Yale listed as one of the top 3 teams matches. Unable to take one of the
'85, Mike Georgie '85, J.D. Cregan thought that his team's biggest his opponent. At #4, Freshman in the nation. Despite the Elis' remaining 5 matches, however, and
'86, Bill Villant '86, and in theproblem was patience. Instead of Rick Campbell, a Philadelphia na- unquestionably superior squash the Bantams went down to defeat
women's draw, former Trinity playing long, hard points to estab- tive, who similarly emerged from program, Coach Cooke offered her by a 5-4 score. When asked for an
standout Sophie Porter '87. No lish an advantage, and then execute the preeminent high school squash unqualified optimism about his evaluation of his team's performprogram at The Haverford School, team's chances, especially at the ance, the disappointed Coach
soundly defeated his veteran Penn 1,2,4, and 5 slots on the ladder. The Cooke said that he felt the Bantams
opponent by a 3-1 score. This suc- overmatched Bantams, however, to were unsuccessful because certain
cess resulted from scorching take any matches, losing 9-0.
players did not seem to be focused
crosscourts that left his opponent
mentally during their matches. He
Their was no time to sulk after wondered aloud why he was unsuccessful in impressing uponhis team
the greater sense of commitment
Guard 33-30, Trinity was victorithat was needed to emerge victorious over S.M.U. and Salve Regina
-By Karen Sonnoneous in closely matched battles such
College. Michos won the 55-meter
Sports Writer
as this one.
hurdles while at the same time bettering her school record. Co-CapThe Bantams will try and break
their 3 game tailspin tomorrow as
The Trinity Women's tain Lucia Dow and junior Kay
they take on the hard-hitting Cadets
Indoor Track Team opened their McGowan took first and second,
from West Point in one of their few
season at the Yale Invitational on respectively, in the 55-meter dash.
home matches this season. LookJanuary 16, competing against a Gail Wehrli was virtually unchaling ahead to this weekend, the Banplethora of Division I, II, and HI lenged throughout her race, as she
tams will be preparing for the anteams. Senior Alex Michos returns easily took the lead and won the
nual Wesleyan Round Robin in
to the team after studying at Oxford 1500-meter run.
which they will meet Cornell,
for a year. After one day of techMiddle-distance runners exWesleyan, Brown, and SUNY
nique practice, Michos set a new celled as well, with senior Jen ElStonybrook.
school record in the 55-meter well and senior Shana Pyun taking
hurdles. Senior Co-captain Lucia first and third, respectively, in the
Dow also set a school record in the 800 meters. Wehrli, Dow, Michos
55-meter dash. Junior Gail Wehrli and McGowan rounded out the vicalso performed well in her first in- torious 4 x 400 relay team. The
door race, qualifying her for the Lady Bants hope to build on these
finals in the mile run.
strong performances in their next
The Lady Bants set out for the meet which will be February 2nd
Coast Guard Invitational on Janu- against Springfield, Wesleyan and
Trinity Squash hopes lo continue its winning legacy despite a dilfliull
ary 23. Despite their loss to Coast Coast Guard.
-By Bruce A. HauptfuhrerSports Writer
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were i\am«l to the liH/Collegia it> Field Hofkey Coat hes Association and l'enn
Vlonto Regional and National All-America TtMini i'ierce, a senior horn
Nt-wpoit, Rhode Island, has now been named All-America in three different
sports, Held hockey, squash, and lacrosse, and wab the Lady Bants leading
scorer this past svason. Thofleet-footedBrewster, a native of Boston, was the
twin's Mxxind leading sourer, while Shannon (Laktmlle, Ct.) was a defensive
stalwart At her luck position Congiatulahons, ladies
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Sports
Hockey Continues To Roll, Discipline The Key
-By Sean DoughertyNews Editor

net goal to give Trinity a 4-3 lead.
At 7:08 Jay Williamson let loose a
patented slapshot to give Trinity a
little breathing room. (McCartney
and Loeber assisted)
Iona answered with McCarren's
second of the game to cut the lead to
one. At that point the penalties
were getting out of hand. Trinity
was down 5 men to 3 for 6 minutes
of the third period. That was
Murray's time to save the team. He
made 3 saves that were absolute
robbery. Murray proved once
again that he is a winner capable of
making the big saves at the right
times.
The team picked up 14 minors
and two unanswered majors in the
game. Wins like thattheyjustdon't
need. Senior defenseman and cocaptain Rob McCool was high
sticked during the game and needed
to have plastic surgery done to his
broken nose. He will be out indefinitely.
The Bants turned their game
around against Framingham State.
Framingham just didn't have the
legs to skate with the Bants and
they didn't have the hands to beat
Murray. Coach John Dunham used
Loeber with Trinceri and McCartney, forming an explosive scoring
unit that has powered the team
through their winning streak. Loeber scored just 3 minutes into the
game, set up by Trinceri. Loeber
ended up with three goals and two
assists on the night. Trinceri scored
once and had three assists, and
McCartney added three assists.
Other Trinity goals came from
Trip Manley (2), Bill Bronson,
John Gregory, Jay Williamson, and
Mike Murphy. Dave Murray went
two periods and made 11 saves,
allowing one goal. Steve Gorman
came in the third period and made
12 saves. Steve Palmer made his
debut as a defenseman, replacing
the injured McCool, and looked
very strong.
Trinity out-skated a slow
Amherst team in a 9-3 win. They
started strongly with a goal at 1:31
of the first period. Jay Williamson
deflected a Mike Anderson shot
from the point into the net.
Anderson's shot also set up the second Trinity goal at 5:32, deflected
into the net by John Gregory.
Palmer and Mike Miele looked
particularly impressive killing penalties in the first period. Amherst
scored one goal in the first, off the
stick of co-captain Bill Okun.

Trinity Ice Hockey has gone 5-0
in the New Year, quickly erasing
the memory of an embarrassing 8-1
loss to Williams. Since that game
on December 8th, Trinity has
beaten Iona 5-4, Framingham State
10-1, Amherst 9-3, Bentley 5-4,
and Western New England by a
whopping 18-0 score.
Trinity's play looked ragged
against Iona. A bright spot was the
return of Mike Murphy to the lineup (he missed last semester).
Murphy won a draw in the offensive zone back to Bill Kenney, who
scored off a slap shot. Murphy registered an assist on his first play of
the season.
Things looked even better when
just two minutes later Bill McCartney scored a rebound shot, assisted
by Bob Loeber and Kevin Robinson.
After that, the game turned to
Iona in a big way. The Trinity forwards couldn't stay out of the penalty box, Tom McCarren scored a
powerplay goal at 5:48 of the first
period to cut Trinity's lead to one.
McCarren was allowed to pick up
the shot in the slot because the defense didn't move him out. That
problem would plague the team for
ihe rest of the game.
Bob Loeber gave the Bants a
much needed margin of comfort at
15:26 of the first period when he
converted a shot from blue lineinto
Trinity's 3rd goal. (Larry Trinceri
assisted)
The team was plagued with penalties throughout the period. Todd
duBoef did the best job of killing
penalties but the real star involved
was goaltender Dave Murray. He
made several key saves, and Iona's
weak offense helped as well.
After being on the power play for
about 6 minutes of the second period Walt Tumm scored another
goal from the crease after intercepting a bad clearing pass.
Iona's power play and penalty
killing units were superbly coached
an executed. They got the most out
of their limited talent. Trinity was
relying on the limited talent of Iona
to keep the score tight until they
could pull the game out. Tumm
scored another softie from point
blank range to tie the score at 3.
Put it this way, Trinity got lucky.
Bill McCartney caught Iona goalkeeper Greg Vasicek out of position at 3:39 and scored an empty Continued on Page 9

Bryant Me Bride (#4) congratulates Bill MacCartney (#16) after his goal against WNEC. The Bantams cruised to
an 18-0 victory.

Women's Hoop Continues Ascent

had a 53-30 lead after LeBrun's 2
free throws. But Smith, behind
Cindy Corbett's 6 points went on a
10-1 spurt to close the gap to 54-40
with 4:09 remaining. Coach Pine
then reinserted her starters, and
with the help of a technical foul on
feisty Smith Coach James Babyak,
cruised to a 61-46 win. LeBrun led
the way with 20 points, Farquhar
picked up 14, and Kirsten Kolstad
added 12. Those three also combined for 33 rebounds. Corbett
finished with 11 points, but was
only 5-15 from the field, and Smith
shot a paltry 34% for the game.
The Lady Bants returned after
break to face Pine Manor on January 14th up in Boston. Pine Manor
came in with a big repuatation, but
Trinity was unintimidated in the
first half. Led by LeBrun's 11 first
half points, and Farquhar's 10, the
Lady Bants held on to a slim 1
point, 33-32 lead. The second half
was all Trinity until Catie Cleary
got hot for Pine Manor. Cleary,
who entered the game averaging 31
points per game, suddenly came
alive, hitting 2 three-point baskets
on her way to a 23-point second
half. Kolstad kept Trinity close
with 15 second half points, but it
was not enough, as the Lady Bants
squandered a 13 point lead in the
waning moments, before losing a
disappointing 70-64 decision. Kolstad finished with 21 points, Lebrunwith 15, and Farquhar with 14,
all of New England Division III.
team. At that meet, which featured 3rd leg was ably-handled by co- while Cleary finished with 31
Coming in on the coattails of Division 1,11, and III schools, dis- captain Matt Donahue who flew points, and Linda Gelormini finthese performances, were the ef- honest seed times reigned supreme through his 800 in 2:00.7. The final ished with 13.
forts of some other men's team on the part of other teams. Yet in leg was taken by Tony Luciano
Trinity returned home to face
members at the Yale Open Meet on the face of this adversity, Dicker- who responded with his best 800 in Coast Guard on January 16th, and
December 19th, which featured son qualified for the Division III 2 years, a 2:06, to help pace Trinity despite a sloppy performance mancolleges as well as running clubs. New England meet by running a to a fifth place finish.
aged a 50-45 win. The game got off
The day started out on a high note 15:17.1 in the 5000. Additionally,
This past Saturday saw the to a very slow start with Coast
when Chris Dickerson, the school Gemmell, a victim of the afore- men's team return to its pseudo- Guard opening a 5-2 lead through 4
record holder in the 3000, churned mentioned seed times, took second home indoor track at Coast Guard minutes. Trinity created many ofout an 8:51 to serve notice that he place in the mile. Another piece of in a meet against other Division III fensive chances inside, but simply
was back, something that other the puzzle looked like it was being schools such as Amherst and SMU. could not hit a layup. Only their
NESCAC schools will not pleased filled in when freshman J.B. Wells, The team took 5th place, but re- rebounding strength and tenacious
to learn. Continuing on the fast throwing college shotput for the member that it's still early in the
defense allowed them to stay close.
track, Rich "Junior" DiPreta turned first time, heaved a throw in the 43
season. Nevertheless, there were The half proceeded at a snail's
inapersonal best of 55.5 in the 400, ft. range.
still some excellent performances. pace, with Trinity finally knotting
as did Aaron "Eggo" Sobel in the
The final excitement of the day Gemmell clocked another fast 300 the score at 15-15 with 8:11 re55m with a 7.1. Both Junior and
Eggo are looking forward to the came in the form of the 4x800 relay in 8:46.48. The race was extraordi- maining. Coast Guard point guard
long track season after having spent which featured a very diverse nary when you consider this: he Sue Gregg seemed to be a weak
some quality conditioning time on group. Gemmell led off the relay lapped his 2nd place finisher, and ballhandler, but Trinity elected to
the Gooner's crack squad of harri- with a strong 800 highlighted by his his 1500 split would have earned stay in a 3-2 zone, one of the first
ers. Meanwhile, the distance corps negative split leg of 59.6 on the 2nd him second place in the open times all year the Lady Bants have
further proved their strength at an- 400. His performance enabled 1500m race. In that race, 1 st place done so. The first half ended with
other Yale Open Meet, on January Trinity to take the lead. The hand- went to none other than Dickerson Coast Guard holding on to a 27-25
3rd. At that meet, Dickerson low- off then went to Sobel, who is nor- who ran a 4:09.4. meanwhile, lead. The Lady Bears opened up a 5
ered his 3000 time to 8:41 and Cap- mally a sprinter and a jumper. Donahue continued to burn up the point lead with 14:41 remaining,
tain Gemmell ran a strong 3:56.9 in Running his first 800 race ever, middle distances by running a a but from there Trinity turned on the
the 1500 to pace New England Sobel came through the first 400 in 2:35.86 in the 100, which just jets. Maryanne O'Donnell tied the
62.7, but then learned about oxygen missed the New England Division score at 40-40 with a driving layup
Division III in that event as well.
debt with 300m to go. Yet, instead III standard. The dashes saw some with 4:04 remaining, which was
After a hard Christmas break of letting his shell crack, Sobel excitement as well. In the 400, followed by a Kolstad jumper, a
spent training, the men's team was scrambled to the finish and proved Scott Isaac pull off a fantastic end- Kolstad free throw and a LeBrun
eager and ready to resume the in- to Captain Gemmell that he could around maneuver in the final 100 to technical foul shot. With the score
door season. The Yale Invitational "strap it on" in both the race as well post a 52.16, good for 2nd place. 45-42 Debby Glew came up with a
on January 16th is what awaited the as the post-meet festivities. The
Continued on Page 9
Continued on Page 10
on an impressive 7-8 performance
from the field. The final score of
85-10 was more than indicative of
the play, and the Lady Bants put the
The Trinity Women's Basket- brakes on in the second half, to keep
ball Team has continued to build on the embarrassment to a minimum.
their fast start by posting 4 wins in LeBrun led the squad with 15
their last 6 outings. Wins over Sim- points, Murphy had 14, and
mons, Smith, Coast Guard, and Taffuri, with a 7-8 performance
Wellesley were sandwiched from the line, finished with 13.
around losses to Pine Manor and
Two days later the Lady Bants
Clark.
faced a much stiffer challenge from
December 7th saw the Lady the Smith Pioneers. Smith came in
Bants host Simmons College of with a 3-1 record, having won 3 in a
Boston. It was evident even during row. Trinity broke out quickly espre-game warmups that Simmons tablishing a 6-0 lead, and holding
would be no match for Trin, and the the Pioneers scoreless for 4:28. But
realization of being totally out- Smith played tight defense, featurclassed was apparent to Simmons ing a packed 2-3 zone, with a halfearly as the Lady Bants broke out to court trap and a 1-2-2 zone press.
a 25-0 lead and never looked back. Trinity, though, was hot enough
It was 11:00 minutes into the game from outside to force open the
before Ingrid Olsen broke the ice middle and by half-time had
for the visitors. The first half ended opened up a 10 point lead, 33-23.
with the incredible score of 44-4, The difference might have been
allowing Coach Maureen Pine to greater, but Trinity was only 1-3
use her bench liberally. Leanne from the free throw line in the first
LeBrun had 11 first half points, half, while Smith continually
KarynFarquhar8, andFiffaTaffuri marched to the charity stripe, hit7. The second half was much the ting 10 of 14. Only their 23% first
same with Trin opening a 67-6 lead half shooting (thanks to Trin's
with 9:35 remaining.
Paula tough man defense) kept them from
Murphy, making her collegiate being in better position. Trinity
debut, poured in 14 2nd half points opened quickly in the 2nd half and
-By Matthew G. MillerSports Editor

Men's Track Team "Straps It On"
-By Aaron SobelSports Writer
"Strap it on", "Male Bonding",
"Nudy Kazoo", and "Exxon", are
phrases that might seem foreign to
many, but to members of the Trinity Men's Track Track Team these
phrases carry deep meaning.
Thus, to the cry of "strap it on",
the team entered its long indoor
season on December 1, 1987 at the
Coast Guard Relays. At this meet,
the team's primary goal was to test
those who felt they were ready to
compete. By all indications, it
seems that some team members
passed this test admirably. In the
55m dash, Russ Alderson served
notice to others that they would
once again be reading the numbers
on his back for another season by
running a quick 6.84. Derek
Chang, a freshman, also surprised
everyone by turning in a fine 7.08
performance in the 55m, after having little practice in starting out of
the blocks. Also at this meet, which
featured Division Hand III schools,
Craig Gemmell, who just completed a spectacular cross-country
season, demonstrated the breadth
of the Bants by turning in a solid
8:39.7 in the 3000m. His time leads
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